F2 Sub-committee Annual Report 2020

The Covid-19 pandemic arrived in the early part of 2020 and subsequent Bureau meetings were cancelled to be replaced by "electronic" meetings.

All World Cup events were cancelled and very few NAC’s were able to run any form of National competitions. The social distancing rules have allowed F2A Speed and F2B Stunt to function better than F2C Team Racing and F2D Combat.

During the year, however, various corona- adapted activities have appeared, such as mail competitions in the speed classes where everyone could fly at home but compete against each other. It would seem that a similar pattern is emerging for 2021 were the concept of mail participation will be developed even further to keep interest in control-line flying.

The World Championships in Poland in August 2020 had to be cancelled and was carried over to 2021 with a decision on the event being taken at the end of April 2021.

Let us all hope for a better 2021!
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